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When I was searching for a good example to explain the connection between walking and 

synchronization — and all the different dimensions that are at issue with synchronization: the 

biological, the psychological, the social and political dimension — I remembered a scene 

described by Roland Barthes in his lectures on How To Live Together (Comment vivre 

ensemble) at the Collège de France, in 1977. It’s an “anecdote,” as Barthes himself calls it, 

from the 1st of December, 1976: 

 

“From my window I see how a woman is holding her boy by her hand, pushing the empty 

pram ahead of herself. She’s marching steadfastly in her own gait; the boy gets pulled, 

dragged, stumbles, has to run all the time, like an animal or a whipped victim in de Sade. She 

is walking in her rhythm without realizing that the boy has another. Even though she is his 

mother!” 

 

I thought this might me a good example for our symposium, not only because it is about 

walking and synchronization, or a problem with synchronization — but also because the two 

protagonists of this little drama in the street have a different age (they belong to two different 

generations, mother and child) and different sexes, an adult woman and a young boy. We 

have a synchronization problem that involves two different rhythms, first of all because of 

two different anatomies: the taller, far more developed, female body; and the shorter body of 

the boy that is still in the midst of developing and acquiring its elementary faculties, not quite 

defined yet in its capacity to walk (as the pram indicates: his mother does not seem certain yet 

if he will be able to walk the entire distance) and also not quite defined regarding sexual 

‘identity’ or ‘disposition’… 

In addition to that, the difference in rhythm may also be due to the distance between their 

years in respect to the social situation age implies. Adult walking is just as different from 

infant walking as adult life with its particular mix of responsibilities and irresponsibility is 

different from infant life, with its particular mix of responsibilities and irresponsibility. The 

way Barthes characterizes the mother’s gait (“marching steadfastly”) she appears to be in a 

hurry to get somewhere. Or alternatively, this might just be her normal way of walking: the 

way a busy woman walks, a woman who isn’t walking for pleasure, enjoying the 
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purposelessness of flânerie; and who isn’t walking in order to be seen walking either, not (at 

least not consciously) presenting her body in a particular style of setting steps — but who 

supposedly is walking as a part of getting things done, because that involves getting from A to 

B: doing errands, doing some kind of work, the daily chores of a housewife or of a woman 

who has kids and a job, or even of a single mother who’s surviving all on her own labor. And 

it’s December, so it is probably cold. 

We cannot be sure about any of this, of course, but I guess most of us have either 

witnessed a similar scene, or are familiar with the position of the parent from their own 

experience. Barthes — who passionately (some might say: pathologically) loved his own 

mother and who obviously identifies with the boy in this scene, which he gets so see 

accidentally from the privacy of his room — chooses to ignore everything that might define 

the woman as anything but the boy’s mother, crying out in shock and protest: how can she, of 

all people, ignore that the boy does have a different rhythm of walking than she does! 

Implying that this woman is betraying a sort of natural harmony between her son’s body and 

her own body: a harmony that existed while the child’s body was inside her womb, as 

Freudian psychoanalysis claims. I assume, Barthes would have agreed without a second’s 

hesitation that at the time that mother carried “her boy” around in her womb when walking, 

there would be synchronization of body rhythms. 

 

This prenatal situation of two-bodies-in-one might be a good cue for me to clarify what we 

understand by synchronization. What the expression “body” usually refers to when we say 

something like “my body,” “her body,” “the dancer’s body,” etc., is the idea of an organism 

that is a functional entity — or an organizational entity: ‘the body,’ in this sense, is a form; it 

is something we perceive as a whole, a system of its own, which is somehow ‘operatively 

closed,’ as they say in systems theory, and which then interacts with other bodies: with 

similarly organized living organisms, and also with the world of things. 

If we look at the level of material processes, it is not so easy to see where one organism 

ends and its environment or another organism begins. The body of a pregnant woman makes 

this very evident; but actually, it’s the same for every organism at any time. For example, do 

the bacteria inside my body, in my blood and in my bowels, belong to my body or are they 

separate, alien bodies? According to what biologists call ‘immune identity,’ they will only be 

identified as separate, alien entities if the immune system considers them dangerous (and this 

can happen erroneously to vital elements of my body, too, in autoimmune reactions). The 
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identity of the organism is not simply there; it will be defined on occasion, from time to time, 

again and again. 

An equally important dimension of this identity of ‘one body’ is the attunement of 

various rhythms. And this is equally unstable as an identity. One prerequisite of living is 

movement, and in a living organism we have millions of tiny movements in every single 

second of its life — to name but the most prominent: the heartbeat and the blood’s being 

pumped through the arteries; breathing in and out; the many movements connected to 

metabolism; and then those movements which allow the body to receive sensory input (the 

micro-movements of the eyes, for instance) and to perform movements, like walking. This 

system called ‘one body’ or ‘one organism’ can only work as an entity because all of these 

processes, which each follow their own rhythmic patterns, are constantly coordinating — they 

are self-coordinating with the help of the nerve system, which itself has its own timing and 

rhythmic patterns of nerves firing repeatedly, with inciting or inhibiting impulses being 

transmitted via complex biochemical reactions.  

Thus we might say that if an entity that deserves to be called ‘one body’ exists, it does so 

largely because there exists some dynamics that allows millions of rhythmic movements to 

synchronize. And as I just said, the temporal, rhythmic integrity of this ‘one body’ is 

precarious, similar to its immune identity — because it won’t just be my heart, my lungs, my 

muscles and nerves affecting each other; they all will respond to rhythms from my body’s 

environment as well, be it organic or mechanic. The change of night and day and many other 

natural rhythms influence my body. Parents often carry their small children in a baby sling 

when they’re going out because this way the child is [quoting from an internet text on the 

advantages of baby wearing] “in tune with the rhythm of [the mother’s] breathing, the sound 

of her heartbeat, and the movements [she] makes — walking, bending, and reaching.” A 

pacemaker, a battery-driven electromechanical device, will alter the rhythm of my 

dysfunctional heart back to ‘healthy.’ Music from a neighbor’s apartment may keep me from 

finding sleep because my heartbeat cannot slow down, perpetually accelerated by the techno 

beats… 

As much as synchronization contributes to our body identity, our bodies are ‘temporally 

open,’ as it were. There is no clear distinction between an ‘inside rhythm’ and an ‘outside 

rhythm.’ Hence influences between rhythms are one major bridge between the psychic and 

the social dimension of our life — and a thoroughly material bridge: we ought to speak of 

psychosomatic and socio-somatic, perhaps. 
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Also, synchronization does not mean that synchronizing processes will all be proceeding 

at exactly the same speed, or keeping the same time, following one-and-the-same pattern. 

Rather, it means that they all respond and correspond to each other. Although I am speaking 

of synchronization as a process, I’d prefer to speak of an organized polychronicity instead of 

synchronicity as a result. Whatever engages in synchronization will either do this in a fashion 

that supports one another’s functionality (in case there is a clearly defined functionality), or 

else disturb each other. Some slight disturbance in the brain waves, for example, may lead to 

a breakdown of the entire body system. Given the huge number of synchronizing processes, 

what is support and what is disturbance will often be hard to tell — and anyway, the one who 

makes such a distinction in order to evaluate synchronization will likely be an external 

observer, like Barthes in respect to the scene he witnesses through his window. 

Synchronization as such, I would argue, is neither inherently good nor bad. If there is 

something like a concept of ‘good’ in synchronization, it may have to do with the simultaneity 

of different rhythms mutually influencing each other in a way that respects their belonging to 

different movements — but allows them to entertain some kind of performative consistency. 

The mutual is as crucial here as the respect for difference. None of the synchronizing 

influences will be one-way: breathing influences heartbeat while heartbeat influences 

breathing; speed of blood circulation affects certain nerve frequencies while a change in nerve 

frequencies will trigger a change in blood pressure, etc. There is no sovereign ruler in this 

system of self-synchronization, no body part or process endowed with the authority of a 

conductor who directs the body like an orchestra. When analyzing a body, one can always 

determine chains of cause-and-effect in respect to single functions, but the overall organism 

works through mutuality. 

 

And this brings us back to the mother-and-child scene, and Roland Barthes’ dismay at seeing 

a mother who is dragging her child along by force of her superior physical strength. What the 

mother’s behavior violates is not only the idea(l) of an original harmony between mother and 

child. Since the two now are living a life of separate beings, the scandal lies in the mother’s 

disrespecting the principle of mutuality. Without mutual attunement there would be no body, 

no temporal identity of an organism, and certainly no ability to coordinate body functions into 

the act of walking. But in respect to several bodies, multiple bodies, bodies living together, 

mutuality also becomes the guiding principle of an ethics. 

Formulated as a maxim, this principle would be something like: how we coordinate 

ourselves should pay respect to the fact that our bodies each generate their own proper 
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rhythms of, for instance, walking, and of virtually anything that has to do with moving and 

acting. It is clear that we could not live together without a certain degree of coordination. But 

the model of coordination should, whenever possible, not be: subjecting one individual’s 

rhythm to that of another, more powerful individual; but rather allowing for a mutual 

influence, in which all participants will be equally able to contribute to the attunement. 

In the beginning I called Barthes’ anecdote an example of either synchronization or a 

problem with synchronization. And indeed we may ask, is there synchronization happening 

between the mother and the child? Barthes’ answer seems a definite no: there is an absence of 

respect for difference, an absence of mutuality. The mother drags, the boy must follow. With 

respect to our concept of synchronization, I would add that what we see here is how an 

exchange of energy gets in the way of an exchange of information. And this is a second aspect 

I would like to emphasize. Synchronization requires a medium. Somehow my walking body 

must learn about another walking body’s rhythm — and the other body must learn about my 

walking rhythm — if both are to enter a process of mutual attuning. As you probably know 

from the experience of walking next to somebody, there does not need to be any direct contact 

between the bodies, like the other one pulling at you to make you go faster or slower. It is 

sufficient to see the other one move, or hear the sound of their steps, or sometimes even to 

sense the tactile impulses of vibrating floorboards when you are in a dance studio. The 

medium must transmit information in both directions (or disseminate it in all directions, in the 

usual case of more than two bodies involved).  

The materiality of the information is that of movements: light waves in the case of visual 

information, airwaves in the case of auditive information, or oscillations of a flexible 

substance like wood. And as every movement, these movements contain a certain amount of 

kinetic energy, of course. Yet, it is not the transmission of energy that causes the 

synchronization — the amounts of energy transmitted through these waves are so small, they 

could never bring a human body to alter its speed or rhythm of walking, for every single step 

consumes a million times more energy than these light waves or airwaves, and a thousand 

times more than floorboard oscillations, are carrying. 

Indeed this is what most excites physicists about synchronization, as we learned when we 

were collaborating with a team of science researchers some years ago on this topic. Classical 

Newton mechanics, Quantum Mechanics, and Theory of Relativity, the three main areas of 

physics, are all about the transmission of energy and its laws — but synchronization is not. It 

alerts us to a type of influence that seems extremely important, yet the importance here has 
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nothing to do with strength in the sense of magnitude of energy. Synchronization happens 

through, energy-wise, extremely weak impulses, which can however have a great impact. 

Still, transmission of energy may neutralize synchronization to a high degree — as in the 

example of the mother who uses force to make her child walk in the same speed as hers, 

which, translated into physics terminology, means: who is transmitting much larger quantities 

of energy from her own more massive, more muscular body to the child than the child’s body 

can transmit to hers when trying to resist. 

Neutralize synchronization to a high degree: for even in this situation, the information 

that would enable synchronization is flowing between the two bodies. Though the mother may 

not be conscious of it, her body is not totally insensitive to the impulses that keep reaching her 

from her son’s moving body. Just as the child’s body registers how there are a faster speed 

and a harder, snappier rhythm that ought to be dealt with. And actually, there is some degree 

of synchronization going on, hidden inside the act of one body forcing the other by dint of its 

superior energy. Synchronization can be blocked out, but it can never be suppressed to a 

hundred percent. Even in, say, military marching, where an officer shouts “one, two, one, 

two…” and all the others must follow, there is also a mutual influence between the marching 

soldiers. Even in classical ballet with its aesthetic ideal of perfect synchronicity (here, the 

word is appropriate), the music may set the pace and the choreographer or instructor may see 

to it that everybody observes that pace — but this top-down drill only works if there also is a 

horizontal, mutual attuning between the dancers’ bodies. 

An uneven distribution of energy cannot prevent synchronization from happening; but it 

can prevent it from getting to organize the collective movement, precisely because 

synchronization is a low-energy phenomenon. This is, I think, the entry-point for ethical and 

political questions: of how to work with or against synchronization; of how to include that 

which may self-organize through synchronization in deliberate decision-making, or exclude it 

from deciding. Starting from synchronization, we encounter familiar terms of political 

discourse from a new perspective — like solidarity, mobilization, the formation of a political 

movement, sabotage and strike as acts of desynchronizing from the industrialized production 

process…  


